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Mathematical Institute, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Japan

(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA, M.$.A., Nov. 12, 1954)

1. Let f(t) be a periodic function of bounded variation with
period 2r, and its Fourier series be

ao/2 + (a, cos nt + b, sin nt)--, A(t).

We shall consider the derived Fourier series

n(b cos nt- a., sin nt)- A(t)
=I I

and its conjugate series

n(a cos nt +b sin nt)- B(t).
=I =I

We denote by r(t) and .(t) the nth partial sums of them, i.e.

r(t) m(b cos mr-a sin mr)-A(t),

;,(t) m(a cos mt +b sin rot)- B(t).

As in the case of Fourier series, we use the modified partial sums
of them;

(t)-r(t)-At(t)/2, (t)-(t)-B(t)/2.
Recently B.N. Prasad and U.N. Singh proved the following

theorems"
Theorem A. If f(t) is a continuous function of bounded varia-

tion which is differentiable at t-x and if for some >0

1 -},

-,,(x)--f’(x)l--o(n).

That is, the derived Fourier series of f(t) is (H, 1) summable to the
sum f’(x) at t=x.

Theorem B. If f(t) is a continuous function of bounded varia-
tion which is differentiable at t-x and if for some >0

1) B. N. Prasad and U. N. Singh" Math. Zeits., S6, 280-288 (1952).
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where h(u)-h (u)=f(x + u) +f(x- u)- 2f(x), then

(x)-H=(x) o(n),
m=l

where H,(x)- 1 cosec=_t dt.
4 2

In this paper we shall prove the following (H, k) summability
theorems.

Theorem 1. Under the assumption of Theorem A,) we have

as

for any k> O.

Theorem 2. Under the assumption of Theorem B, we have, [*(x)-H(x) - o(n), as n-->

for any k>O.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.) We have

1 ff(x-t)( d sinntdt_ rl f" (d . )2r k-d-t-a- -t2/ f(x+ t)--f(x- t)} -Ddt (t) dr,

sin nt Integrating" by parts, we g’ewhere D*(t)--
2an t/---"

* (x) _1 f D,(t)d* {f(x + t)-f(x- t)} -_1f D*(t)dg(t) +if(x).

Thus we obtain

say.
Hence, it is sufficient to show that

S-- P -o(n).
m=l

For this purpose we set c,-IP.,l- sgn P, Z]n(t)--] C,, sin mt and
’t=l

f’, e, !. Then IA(t) F. and IA(t) ntF. Using" hese

formulas, we have

2) In our theorems, the continuity of the function f(t) in the whole interval is

not necessary.
3) Cf. G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood" Proc. London Math. Soc., 26, 273-286

(1926-27).
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2rS-- 2r , IP.,Ik-IP., sgn P,-- 2r c.P,
m=l m=l

fo=.,lcm cot--t sin m dg(t) A..(t) cot dg()
2

say, where
plln

ILl nVJ Idg(t)i-o(Y,J

and
tILl /-", cot ldg(t)

F COt cosec2-G(t)dt
2

1/ 1In

o(F)+ o , cosec t tdt

C
Thus we aet S=o(F). However, by HSlder’s inequality, we can
see)

Y ( Pl)’/’n’i= 1’ ,I

m=l

Hence we have S,=o(S2/’v), that is,

3. Proof of Theorem 2. As usual we

1 e0s ntD(t) --2 tant/2’ then

1 DX(t)dh(t) 1 -A+a,
1/

say, where

4) We may suppose k> 1.
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and

f 1 cot teos n dh()j, 1 cot dh() +
v, 22r

/

_1I

_
l l/2-eo h() eosee h(t)g

+ )g- eo eos ()

1 eo 1 (1
j - /+g+-o()+g+.

Thus we get

*-H=T.+ o().
Hence, it suffices to show that

S-- T[-o(n)

Similarly as n he proof of Theorem 1, we put =ITl-sgnT,

A-(t)- -d cos mt and F--21 I. Then we have
m:l

Thus we get S-o(n), which is required.

4. Finally we shall state the following, which may be similar-
ly proved as Theorems 1 and 2.

Theorem 3. Under the assumption of Theorem A, we have

,lr(x)-f(x)[*=O(n), for any k>0.

Theorem 4. Under the assumption of Theorem B, we have

Y. (x)-H(x) -O(n), for any k :> O.


